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Formulas~2! and ~3! are incorrect, and should be:

P1,15P2,25 1
2sin2 u/2 ~2!

and

P125P2,15 1
2cos2 u/2. ~3!

Also, the correct expression for~26! should be:
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a51/&; b5e2 iw/&. ~26!

This does not affect in any way the rest of the article. T
author is grateful to Dr. Miguel Ferrero for pointing out the
two errors.
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Cross has recently addressed an interesting problem a
the physics of vehicle rollover including alcohol-intoxicate
passengers.1 The analysis is based on a previous paper
Swinson2 that compares the toppling of a rectangular blo
subject to a horizontal force with vehicle rollover. Cross su
gests that this analogy is incomplete unless one invokes
trifugal force.

The equilibrium conditions of a vehicle making a turn a
considered in two cases: the torque acting about the cent
mass, and the torque acting about the contact point of
outside wheel with the floor. Because different expressi
are obtained, Cross proposes to add a horizontal centrif
force acting through the center of mass to reconcile b
results in a simple and intuitive way.

Although Cross’ approach is certainly suggestive, the
clusion of inertial forces is frequently a source of trouble
elementary physics students~but apparently not to lawyer
mentioned in the paper! when attempting to distinguish be
tween real and fictitious forces.3 Moreover, the problem can
be easily solved without inertial forces, as we propose h
The difference between the two cases rests on taking
ments about the point of contactP with the floor. This point
is making a turn, so it is accelerated, and the familiar pro
dure of equating the net external torque to the rate of cha
of angular momentum is no longer valid.4 Thus, taking an
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arbitrary inertial frame, the general relation of the time d
rivative of the total angular momentum (L P5S imi(r i2r P)
3(d/dt)(r i2r P)) of a system of particles to the sum o
torques (tP5S i(r i2r P)3Fi

ext) with respect to the pointP
is4,5

dL P

dt
1M ~r c.m.2r P!ÃaP5tP , ~1!

where rc.m. and rP denote, respectively, the position of th
center of mass and the pointP in this arbitrary inertial frame,
andaP is the acceleration ofP in the same system. Note tha
Eq. ~1! contains an additional term, that comes only from t
systematic application of Newton’s second law to each p
ticle in the system. This additional term cancels ifP coin-
cides with the center of mass, ifP is not accelerated, or if the
vectors in the cross product are parallel. None of these c
ditions are observed atP.

Furthermore, the condition of absence of rolling is not th
the net torque is zero, but that the time derivative of the to
angular momentum is zero. When the additional term is c
culated according to Fig. 1 in Ref. 1~taking the figure in the
planeyz and ı̂ being the normal axis!, we obtain the ‘‘miss-
ing’’ factor without using centrifugal forces:
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Consequently, the result is the same as that obtained
taking a reference frame fixed to the center of mass.
approach we suggest here provides a more general vie
rigid-body mechanics and avoids the use of inertial force
potential source of misunderstanding for undergradu
students.3,6
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